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Abstract A probabilistic sampling approach for design-unbiased estimation of area-
related quantitative characteristics of spatially dispersed population units is proposed.
The developed field protocol includes a fixed number of 3 units per sampling loca-
tion and is based on partial triangulations over their natural neighbors to derive the
individual inclusion probabilities. The performance of the proposed design is tested
in comparison to fixed area sample plots in a simulation with two forest stands. Eval-
uation is based on a general approach for areal sampling in which all characteristics
of the resulting population of possible samples is derived analytically by means of
a complete tessellation of the areal sampling frame. The example simulation shows
promising results. Expected errors under this design are comparable to sample plots
including a much greater number of trees per plot.
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1 Introduction

Probabilistic sampling for area related quantitative characteristics of spatially dis-
persed populations is based on knowledge about the probability of each population
unit to become part of a sample. For each included unit, this inclusion probability is the
reciprocal of the expansion factor that has to be applied to derive an unbiased estimator
of the total for Horvitz-Thompson estimation. A typical example is the estimation of
density per area or the estimation of some other area related population characteristics
like e.g. the volume per area or biomass of a forest stand.

A common approach in aeral sampling is to distribute dimensionless sample points
over the whole area of interest based on a prescribed design and to define a field
protocol (or plot design) that (a) is a “decision rule” defining which population units
are to be included at each sample location and (b) allows an unequivocal determina-
tion of the inclusion probability for each unit. In the case of fixed area sample plots,
their predefined area size directly determines the inclusion probability of all elements.
Under the assumption of randomly placed sample points, the inclusion probability of
a population unit can be calculated as the area proportion of all sample point locations,
leading to its inclusion in a sample under the stipulated design, on the total area of the
sampling frame. This locus of points is also known as the element’s inclusion zone
(Gregoire and Valentine 2008).

As the number of units included per fixed area plot is a random variable, it might
result in a great variation in the number of elements selected in each plot in popu-
lations characterized by large variability in local density. The last property implies
that the number of units included will vary randomly from one plot to another,
rather than being prescribed a priori by the sampling design. This might lead to
impractically large numbers in areas characterized by high local density and vice
versa.

An alternative to fixed plot designs are field protocols which include a fixed number,
say k, of nearest units at each sampling location. The latter group of protocols is known
as restricted k-tree sampling in forestry literature, fixed count distance sampling or
point-to-plant sampling. In ecology sometimes the term ‘plotless density estimator’
(PDE) is used. In general those protocols are a form of unequal probability sampling
for populations of discrete objects (Affleck et al. 2005). They present the analyst with
difficult measurements if the determination of design-unbiased inclusion probabilities
is targeted (Kleinn and Vilčko 2006b).

In brief, in order to determine actual design-based inclusion probabilities for each
individual element when k > 1, a higher order tessellation of the sampling frame into
mutually exclusive polygons is required. Each polygon is the locus of all points includ-
ing a specific unordered set of k units as nearest neighbors, is required (Fig. 1). The
corresponding tessellation of the areal sampling frame is known as order k Voronoi
diagram (Okabe et al. 1999; Aurenhammer 1991; Sibson 1980; Delincé 1986). A sin-
gle element’s inclusion zone is the union of all those polygons encompassing points
that would include it as element in their individual sets of k nearest neighbors (Kleinn
and Vilčko 2006a).

The element’s inclusion probability under this design depends on the value of k
and the spatial distribution of neighboring elements in its surrounding. Because the
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Fig. 1 Example for the design-based determination of an inclusion zone (gray) for the central element
1 and k = 2 following Kleinn and Vilčko (2006a). In a partial (here ordered) order k Voronoi tessellation
all mutually exclusive polygons consisting of points that have element 1 in the vector {k1, k2} of their k
nearest neighbors are constituting its inclusion zone

complete construction of an order k Voronoi tessellation over the set of all included
population units requires information about the location of a large number of neigh-
boring elements, implementing it in the field is impractical. The conclusions of Kleinn
and Vilčko (2006a) in regard to the determination of design-based inclusion probabil-
ities are illustrative of the general difficulties of design-unbiased estimation following
fixed-count distance sampling.

Therefore inference is often based on a presumed model of the population aiming
towards an explanation of the stochastic process that determines the spatial pattern of
elements. The assumption that circular sample plots with variable radius are able to
approximate a suitable reference area for the observation can be seen as a model in
this context, as such plots have no bearing on the virtual element’s inclusion zones.
Gregoire (1998) explains that both, model-based or design-based inference are valid,
yet the notion of unbiasedness of an estimator appeals to different reference distribu-
tions.

As carefully articulated in Särndal et al. (1992, p. 8), a crucial precept of proba-
bility sampling is that each unit of the population must have a non-zero probability
of being included in a sample. Lacking this condition, design-unbiased estimation
of population parameters is not possible. In contrast, model-unbiased estimation is
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possible, even in the absence of a probability sample, but only when the presumed
model of the population distribution, and perhaps spatial pattern, is valid. When the
unit-location pattern is one of complete spatial randomness (csr ), then model-unbi-
ased estimation of abundance is possible following either one of the sampling designs
described above. In principle the same is true in the design-based framework when
using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (HTE).

Many different estimators of plant abundance or mean area per plant have been
proposed for use following fixed-count distance sampling. Most involve a measure
of mean distance from a point to the kth nearest element (Clark and Evans 1954;
Thompson 1956; Eberhardt 1967; Prodan 1968; Batcheler 1971; Cox 1976; Barabesi
2001; Picard et al. 2005; Magnussen et al. 2008a,b; Staupendahl 2008; Law et al.
2009).

Moreover, there have been a number of empirical and simulation studies that have
concentrated on comparing the performance of alternative estimators under different
conditions or on comparing distance sampling to sampling with fixed area plots. An
aim of these investigations has been to assess the magnitude of the model-based bias
resulting from the departure from complete spatial randomness (csr ) of population
units (Cottam and Curtis 1956; Payandeh and Ek 1986; Engeman et al. 1994; Lynch
and Rusydi 1999; Lessard et al. 2002; Lowell 1997; Nielson et al. 2004; Engeman
et al. 2005; White et al. 2008). Recently Nothdurft et al. (2010) proposed an estima-
tion approach for 6-tree sampling that is based on a simulated reconstruction of point
patterns.

Fixed-count distance sampling has been widely applied also for the estimation of
population density in plant communities that are well known to grow in more or less
clustered or dispersed patterns (Lynch and Wittwer 2003; Steinke and Hennenberg
2006). In these cases a bias of unknown magnitude presumably is an acceptable trade-
off for the relatively easy implementation of the sampling techniques in the field
(Kleinn and Vilčko 2006b; Barabesi 2001; Magnussen et al. 2008b). The main argu-
ment for plotless approaches is that the fixed number of population units included per
sample point result in a constant survey effort per sample point (Kronenfeld 2009;
Nothdurft et al. 2010).

Inference under the design-based paradigm is free of the assumption about spa-
tial pattern among elements. In particular, the assumption of csr is neither necessary
nor relevant for purposes of design-based inference (Gregoire 1998; Affleck et al.
2005). Instead, the probabilistic inclusion of discrete stationary elements is based
on the randomness introduced by the sampling design. A crucial point in model-
based inference is that the model related error is constant, while the sampling error
in design-based sampling usually decreases with increasing sample size (Mandallaz
1991).

The aim of this paper is to present a new field protocol that is based on a triangu-
lation over the population elements. It includes a fixed number of k = 3 elements per
sampling location and enables to determine actual inclusion probabilities as basis for
design-unbiased inference under many conditions.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Inclusion and selection probabilities

In accordance with standard sampling terminology, we use the term ‘population param-
eter’ to signify the actual aggregate value (or function thereof) of the quantitative char-
acteristic of interest in the entire population, and define τ to signify this parametric
value. Sampling provides a means to acquire data with which to estimate τ . The areal
sampling frame from which a sampling location may be selected must have an extent
that encompasses all elements of the population of interest, otherwise design-unbiased
sampling is not possible. We let A denote the region encompassed by the areal sam-
pling frame, and reserve A to indicate its area. Let further suppose that N suitably
indexed population units are scattered over A at fixed locations. The continuum of
the sampling frame can then be tessellated into distinct polygonal regions, each of
which is the locus of all sample points that would include a specific unordered set
of k population units in a sample. This tessellation arises from the intersection of all
inclusion zones of distinct population units that are dependent on the field protocol to
determine inclusion into the sample at any location within the sampling frame (Roesch
et al. 1993; Williams 2001). It is obvious that the resulting number of polygons, or the
entropy of the tessellation, is dependent on (a) the spatial distribution of population
units within the area, and (b) the implication of the applied field protocol in regard
to the joint inclusion of the spatially dispersed units. Single polygons represent sup-
port areas for univocal observations that can be drawn from the population. They are
selected by randomly placed sample points with probability proportional to their area
size (Mandallaz 1991; Gregoire and Valentine 2008).

In the following an inclusion probability πi is the probability that the i th popula-
tion unit is included in a sample, while the sample selection probability p(s) denotes
the probability that a distinct unordered set of k units is jointly selected as a sample
according to the field protocol. Let Ai be the area spanned by the inclusion zone Ai ,
of the i th population unit, where the unit of measure is identical to that of A. The
inclusion probability of unit i is then given by πi = Ai/A. Further let s index a
sample comprised of a distinct set of k population units with the selection probability
p(s) = A{s}/A, where A{s} is the size of the support area A{s} that is the intersection
of the inclusion zones of all i ∈ s:

A{s} =
⋂

i∈s

Ai (1)

Letting Ω signify the family of all possible, exclusive samples with |Ω| being the
cardinality of this family, it is clear that

∑
s∈Ω p(s) = 1, since each point in A can

lead to the selection of a single set of k population units. As usual, an equivalent view
of an element’s inclusion probability is the sum of all the selection probabilities, p(s),
of samples in which it is a member (Gregoire and Valentine 2008):

πi =
∑

s�i

p(s) =
∑

s�i A{s}
A

, (2)
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where s � i indicates that this summation extends over all samples that include the i th
element. As shown in Gregoire and Valentine (2008, p. 84),

∑N
i=1 πi is identical to

the expected number of included elements per sample. In case that a fixed number of k
population units is included at each sampling location, the above identity is equivalent
to k in this case.

2.2 Triangulation based inclusion probabilities (TBIP)

The approach of TBIP sampling proposed here is based on a triangulation over the
distinct population units and is designed to include k = 3 elements per sample loca-
tion. The triangulation applied here is a Delaunay tessellation that is the dual graph of
a first order Voronoi diagram. For detailed descriptions of the characteristics of this
particular triangulation, see Aurenhammer (1991) or Okabe et al. (1999). A randomly
placed sample point selects a single triangle of this tessellation with probability pro-
portional to its size. In the proposed design, the included population units on which
characteristics of the variable of interest are assessed are those corresponding to the
vertices of the selected triangle. Following the above formulations, the inclusion prob-
ability of a population unit is proportional to the total area of the set of triangles of
which it is a common vertex (Fig. 2).

As a triangulation does not exceed the extent of the population, let H be the convex
hull originated by the unit-location pattern with area given by H . If y1, . . . , yN repre-
sent the values of the analyzed variable on the population units, the target parameter
is given by

τ =
N∑

j=1

y j . (3)

Considering the suggested design, it should be noticed that

N⋃

j=1

Ai = H. (4)

Following Barabesi and Franceschi (2010) a useful definition of the estimate for τ

at sample location u is

τ̂ (u) = A
N∑

i=1

yi

Ai
IAi (u), (5)

where IB(·) represents the usual indicator function of a set B. It should be remarked
that the function τ̂ (u) with u ∈ H is actually depicted (up to scaling constants) in
Fig. 6 for a dataset of tree locations. If u is the realization of the random variable U
uniformly distributed on A, then it is apparent that the estimator τ̂ (U ) is unbiased for
τ since
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Fig. 2 Inclusion zones for 3 population units (black dots) included by a sample point (cross), their respec-
tive pairwise joint inclusion zones (overlapping individual inclusion zones) and the sample selection area
(central triangle) for TBIP sampling

E[τ̂ (U )] = A
N∑

i=1

yi

Ai
E[IAi (U )] = τ . (6)

However, in this case the proposed design does not include exactly three units at
each selected sampling location u ∈ A, since the actual tessellation is restricted to
H and τ̂ (u) = 0 if u ∈ A − H. Hence the design might be less “efficient” when
A − H possesses a large area, a situation which is likely to occur for clustered pop-
ulation patterns. The generation of a uniform sampling location on A and discarding
locations on A − H would ensure that exactly three population units are included
per sampling location. Nevertheless, if u is the realization of the random variable V
uniformly distributed on H, the estimator for τ̂ (V ) is positively biased for τ̂ since it
obviously holds that H ⊆ A:

E[τ̂ (V )] = A
N∑

i=1

yi

Ai
E[IAi (V )] = A

H
τ. (7)

For those practical applications where the location patterns of population units
implies that H is similar to A the bias might not be severe. For many population of
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interest, like e.g. forest stands, it can be assumed that the the area encompassed by all
population units can be approximated by a triangulation which would be similar to the
forest area. Anyway, in case that H is unknown, an implementation considering the
random variable U is useful, since unbiased estimation is achieved and null estimates
should usually occur with relatively small probability in practice (see also Fig. 4). In
other situations it might be possible to determine H by assessing the locations of those
outer population units that define the convex hull and restrict sampling to this area.

Finally, as to the replicated sampling in a formal setting, we introduce n iid copies
U1, . . . , Un of the random variable U , in such a way that the overall estimator be
defined as

τ̂n = 1

n

n∑

i=1

τ̂ (Ui ). (8)

Obviously, more improved schemes, based on stratification of A, might be con-
sidered for the replicated placement of sampling locations (Gregoire and Valentine
2008; Barabesi and Franceschi 2010). Obviously, the estimator τ̂n is unbiased for τ

and unbiased variance estimation is available since the τ̂ (Ui )’s are in turn unbiased
for τ . An unbiased estimator for σ 2

n = V ar [τ̂n] is given by

σ̂ 2
n = 1

n(n − 1)

n∑

i=1

(τ̂ (Ui ) − τ̂n)2, (9)

while the Central Limit Theorem and the Slutsky Theorem ensure that

τ̂n − τ

σ̂n
→ N (0, 1) (10)

as n → ∞.

2.3 Field implementation

In field application TBIP sampling is practically implemented by identifying three
population elements that span a defined triangle around a randomly placed sample
point. Regarding the Delauney tessellation that is used as example in this case, various
criteria are suitable to identify the “correct” triangles. While most of them are appli-
cable and implemented in computational geometry (Okabe et al. 1999; Halls et al.
2001), from a practical point of view they have drawbacks when trying to implement
in field work. As there are multiple possible triangles that can be defined over neigh-
boring population elements around a sample point, it is necessary to devise an efficient
field protocol which will correctly identify triangles that are part of the same overall
triangulation that is required for the application of TBIP.

Figure 3 shows the actual spatial constellation of population elements around a
sample point. Obviously two triangles can be found that enclose the sample point
here. In this case, a field protocol must be implemented which results in the correct
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Fig. 3 Critical spatial
constellation of population
elements around the sample
point. The grey triangle is
identified as correct by
comparing the distance d1,3 and
d2,4

choice of either triangle 1, 2, 4 or triangle 1, 2, 3. This can be accomplished by measur-
ing the Euclidean distances d1,3 and d2,4, that is, the lengths of the intersecting edges
of the two candidate triangles. The triangle with shorter side length (in this exam-
ple d1,3 < d2,4) is the correct choice. With the proposed criterion correct triangles
can be identified in many cases based on visual estimation; we suspect that distance
measurements are only necessary in special cases.

Field work is restricted to the assessment of variables of interest on the three iden-
tified sample elements. Further, the position of the included elements and their natural
neighbors have to be determined. Modern technologies like laser rangefinder devices
significantly facilitate the necessary efforts if the design is implemented in the field.
Even if a direct calculation of the single triangle areas is possible based on trigo-
nometric principles, a more efficient implementation is to restrict field work to the
measurement of distances and angles to population units. GIS applications include
standard procedures that can be used to compute a triangulation over the calculated
locations during post processing of field data.

2.4 Analytical case studies

We test the performance of TBIP in comparison to different configurations of fixed
area circular sample plots in regard to the estimation of stem density with a small vali-
dation study based on two validation populations of real forest stands with completely
mapped tree positions.

BCI is a 250×250 m subset subjectively selected from a 50 ha Smithonian research
plot on Barro Colorado Island (Condit 1998; Hubbel et al. 1999). Data of the 2,005
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Fig. 4 Maps of tree locations for the two simulation stands LARIX (left) and BCI (right). The convex hull
delineates the extent of the triangulation for TBIP sampling

census were reduced to trees with a dbh of more than 10 cm. The subset holds 2,587
trees. Density related to area of the convex hull over tree positions is 0.0417 trees m−2.

LARIX is a 100 × 100 m long term observational plot in a mixed stand of beech
and european larch with 897 trees from south Germany. Density related to the convex
hull is 0.0927 trees m−2.

Following Roesch et al. (1993) the complete family of possible sample outcomes
(Ω) was derived with the aid of GIS software for both stands in Fig. 4. We restricted
the analysis to the area of H, so that A = H in this example. All individual inclusion
zones Ai were computed for each population unit for the different design alternatives.
Possible outcomes were then calculated for each tree along formula 4. By intersecting
all inclusion zones, the polygonal support areas A{s} were constructed and the respec-
tive selection probability p(s) was computed for each possible outcome. Finally each
outcome was multiplied with its selection probability to simulate its selection under
simple random sampling.

We were therefore able to portray graphically the function of τ(u) with u ∈ H.
For the LARIX data the randomization distribution under 6 m-radius plot sampling
is displayed as Fig. 5, whereas Fig. 6 displays the randomization distribution under
k = 3 TBIP sampling. To compare the performance of competing and alternative
sampling strategies the parametric relative standard error (SE%) and the coefficient
of variation (CV) were calculated over all probability weighted outcomes.

3 Results

Table 1 shows the results for both stands and all different configurations of field
protocols. As explained before the simulated configurations are design-unbiased by
construction.
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Fig. 5 Tessellation of the study area resulting from circular sample plots of 6 m radius for the LARIX data.
Height of the sample selection areas A{s} is proportional to τ(u) weighted with their selection probability

Fig. 6 Tessellation into possible samples for the LARIX data resulting from TBIP sampling. Height of the
sample selection areas A{s} is proportional to τ(u) weighted with their selection probability

Figures 5 and 6 display the “response surface” linked to fixed area plots with
6 m radius and the proposed strategy. Comparing the figures, it is obvious that TBIP
results in a more flat surface than the fixed area plot design. The number of different
observations, or the entropy, is increasing with larger radius of fixed area sample plots,
as the number of intersections of single element inclusion zones is increasing. Even for
relatively small sample plots of 4 m radius the number of possible sample outcomes
|Ω| that describes the cardinality of Ω , is 17,729 for the BCI and 24,609 for the
LARIX stand. In case of sample plots with 12 m radius 154,596 and 158,185 distinct
outcomes can be drawn respectively.

TBIP sampling results in the smallest number of sample outcomes (see Fig. 6). Fol-
lowing Euler’s formula, |Ω| under this design is always smaller than twice the number
of elements in this case, depending on the number of “border” elements forming the
convex hull.

The relative standard error (SE%) of weighted estimates is decreasing over the plot
radius as the variation of the number of trees per plot is decreasing. The SE% of TBIP
sampling is in the magnitude of fixed area sample plots with 6–7 m radius in BCI and
5–6 m in LARIX respectively. Compared to the relatively high mean number of trees
per plot with these configurations (>16 trees in BCI and >36 trees in LARIX), the
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Table 1 Relative standard error (SE%) and coefficient of variation (CV ) calculated over all possible
sample outcomes |Ω| from the simulation stands for circular fixed area plots of different radius and TBIP
sampling. k̄s is the actual mean number of trees included per sample (and maximum)

Stand Plot design |Ω| SE% CV k̄s (max.)

BCI 4 m 17, 729 1.13 1.51 3.0(15)

5 m 27, 681 0.99 1.65 4.0(15)

6 m 40, 189 0.87 1.75 5.4(16)

7 m 54, 841 0.77 1.81 7.0(19)

8 m 71, 157 0.69 1.83 8.9(24)

9 m 88, 932 0.62 1.86 11.1(27)

10 m 109, 257 0.59 1.96 13.5(30)

11 m 130, 814 0.55 2.00 16.1(35)

12 m 154, 596 0.51 2.00 19.1(37)

TBIP 4, 876 0.81 0.56 3.0(3)

LARIX 4 m 24, 609 1.36 2.14 11.0(26)

5 m 36, 554 1.18 2.25 16.1(36)

6 m 50, 393 1.04 2.33 22.4(49)

7 m 65, 655 1.02 2.62 29.4(63)

8 m 82, 235 0.98 2.80 37.0(78)

9 m 99, 839 0.95 3.00 45.5(93)

10 m 118, 301 0.78 2.67 54.4(111)

11 m 137, 719 0.73 2.72 63.8(126)

12 m 158, 185 0.69 2.75 73.9(141)

TBIP 1, 772 1.08 0.45 3.0(3)

number of included trees is constant with TBIP. Nevertheless it is important to note
that on average 9 additional tree positions have to be mapped in order to delineate
the inclusion zones in TBIP sampling. Figure 7 shows the distribution of probability-
weighted sample outcomes resulting from TBIP sampling in both stands.

4 Discussion

To derive statistically sound estimations for area-related target variables of a popu-
lation of interest, the inclusion probability of each population unit has to be known.
Model-based approaches attempt to estimate a mean inclusion probability per element
under the assumption that the spatial distribution of population units is a realization
of a stochastic process. This process, if known, would allow to determine mean spac-
ing between, as well as the resulting areas per elements (Ripley 1977; McIntire and
Fajardo 2009).

In contrast, design-based approaches attempt to determine actual inclusion prob-
abilities for each population unit based on the random selection of sample points
from a continuum (Cochran 1977; Mandallaz 1991). As no model is applied to esti-
mate mean spacing between the elements, it is necessary to determine the positions
of a number of additional population elements around the included ones in order to
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Fig. 7 Density plot of possible estimates, weighted with their selection probability resulting from TBIP
sampling in BCI and LARIX

delineate their actual inclusion zones. Obviously the price of unbiasedness of design-
based approaches have to be paid with this additional effort during field work.

Fraser (1977) proposed a field protocol referred to as triangle based probability
polygons which is based on a triangulation over the set of population elements to
determine weighted selection probabilities for single trees. Since then several studies
concentrate on evaluating or modifying triangulation based approaches (Lowell 1997;
Errico 1981).

Ward (1991) suggested selecting single triangles of a valid triangulation over a
population of trees proportional to their size and to assign an uniform observation of
0.5 trees to each of them. This deterministic approach is based on the consideration
that the internal angles of a triangle sum to π radians so that each triangle can be
regarded as containing half an population unit. The mean area per element could then
be estimated as twice the arithmetic mean of triangle areas and density follows. Con-
trary to this assumption, Euler’s formula shows a different relation of the number of
triangles and the set of elements over which this triangulation is derived. Consider-
ing the total number of elements as N and the number of ‘border’ elements forming
the outer edges of the convex hull as ne, the number of resulting triangles is given by
|Ω| = 2N −2−ne (Okabe et al. 1999). Lowell (1997) seizes suggestions for different
triangulation-based approaches and compares them with fixed area response designs.

It is important to note that none of the mentioned approaches utilize the triangu-
lation to assess the virtual design-based inclusion probabilities of all three elements
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that are included by a triangle, but rather try to approximate the inclusion probability
of single trees based on model assumptions.

One advantage of TBIP sampling is the relatively small number of additional ele-
ment positions that have to be mapped in order to determine their inclusion probability.
As result of the triangular constellation, the inclusion zones are overlapping in such a
way that for each element 4 vertices are shared with one of its neighbors (see Fig. 2).
Therefore the total number of positions that have to be mapped is reduced to 3 · k = 9
in mean. As the mean number of natural neighbors per element is assumed to be 6
(Aurenhammer 1991; Okabe et al. 1999) on average only 2 additional neighbors per
element have to be mapped.

The necessary effort to determine single element inclusion probabilities is signifi-
cantly reduced in comparison to the first design-based estimation approach for point
to tree distance sampling proposed by Kleinn and Vilčko (2006a). They concluded
that the required field work eventually disqualify their approach, as time efficiency
decreases proportionally to the stipulated k. To determine actual inclusion probabili-
ties per element in common distance sampling with k = 3, on average 24 neighboring
elements have to be mapped, which is the set of all neighbors that unequivocal defines
the order k Voronoi diagram around the included elements.

Kleinn and Vilčko (2006a) further argue that size and shape of the geometrically
derived inclusion zones are not proportional to any characteristics of the respective
elements and solely determined by the spatial arrangement of individuals in common
distance sampling. For the response design proposed here it might be assumed that
the single element inclusion probability tends to be proportional to the dimension of
elements at least for some biological populations. As the individual inclusion zones
are bounded by the natural neighbors of each element, size and shape are expressions
of their individual demand of space which tends to be proportional to their size. On
the example of forest stands it can be assumed that distances to the natural neighbors
of bigger individuals are usually larger than in case of small trees, at least in even aged
stands.

Potential weaknesses of TBIP sampling are related to practical field implementa-
tion, especially in the context of the determination of a valid triangulation over the
set of elements at each sample point location. While the proposed field protocol can
easily be applied in areas where the distribution of population elements tends to be
more dense, correct triangles are less obvious and hard to determine if distances to the
natural neighbors are increasing. This is especially evident near the boundary of a pop-
ulation, in gaps or in highly clustered populations. In this case, owing to the presence
of Delaunay triangles with a very “stretched” shape, the field effort for computing the
corresponding areas may be prohibitive (see Fig. 2). The proposed design might be
satisfactorily applied in savannah like forest structures, where tree locations are rela-
tively easy to determine. Further, beside possible applications in the field, the design
might be suitable for sampling in aerial photos or high resolution satellite imagery,
e. g. for tree resources outside forest. Many other applications in ecology, like the
estimating the density of nesting sites in a bird colony are imaginable.

Further, the presented design is especially efficient for k = 3, a relatively low num-
ber of included elements, what might subsequently lead to relatively high variance
among the derived estimations. Considering that the included elements are natural
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neighbors in a compact constellation, it is expected that a relative high portion of
covariance, typically occurring among nearby elements in natural populations, might
be captured with this design.

Conclusions

Yet to our knowledge the proposed response design is new, even if other triangulation
based techniques, mostly restricted to sampling of single sample elements, have been
discussed previously (Fraser 1977; Sibson 1980; Ward 1991).

To date, practical experiences related to field implementation of TBIP are restricted
to small example studies. A meaningful evaluation of the practical and statistical effi-
ciency of TBIP sampling in comparison to alternative designs under various conditions
of application is beyond the target of this study and will be addressed in future research.

From our perspective TBIP seems to be an alternative for target variables whose
assessment is especially labor-intensive (because it is restricted to three elements) and
the related additional effort that is necessary to determine the single element inclusion
probabilities is warranted. Examples might be destructive sampling for tree biomass
or other detailed measurements on single population elements. Populations in which
the spatial positions of individuals are easy to determine are particular appropriate
for an efficient implementation of this design. TBIP might be in particular useful if
a density-adapted survey effort is welcome. Examples are the assessment of forest
regeneration or other populations with high variability in local density within small
distances, in which fixed area plot designs would lead to uneven and sometimes unrea-
sonable efforts during field work.

There are many situations in which the implementation of TBIP will be impractical
or less efficient than fixed area plot designs. This is for example the case in highly
clustered populations or for large distances. Design-based approaches in distance sam-
pling will therefore stay an alternative for special cases, while model-based estimators
might be more efficient for other situations.
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